
Nigel: 
In your last posting you raised concern that the effect of defocusing was 
limited to just the circumferential direction.   

“Ed. Did you make a slight error though, viz:  "When directing the beam 
perpendicular to the girth weld axis the effect of the curvature of the ID 
is to de-focus the beam and the OD tends to focus the beam."?  I believe 
that should read along the lines of "..directing the beam essentially 
parallel to the girth weld axis." 

Actually both directions are subject to a similar effect of defocusing and 
focusing on the ID and OD surfaces respectively.  
 
In Figure 1 I used my I3D modelling programme to plot a plane wavefront 
emitted from a 12mm diameter probe entering a pipe 7mm wall 50mm 
diameter (ID) with a refracted angle of 45°.  A top view is represented on the 
left and a slightly rotated side view on the right.  The lateral effects on the 
beam are represented by the raytracings.  The colours identify the beam and 
skips.   
 
From the probe in the wedge the pulse (red) moves off the element as parallel 
lines.  The programme assumes ideal coupling and a plane wave enters the 
steel as a shear mode (blue).  A slight divergent effect may be seen due to 
the small delays in the coupling.  Upon reflecting off the ID surface the 
reflected shear mode (green) is VERY noticeably divergent due to the curved 
surface.  Note that the beam is pointed perpendicular to a circ weld as I noted 
in my posting.  However, as the beam off the ID then reflects off the OD (now 
purple) it is then focused to a smaller lateral dimension!  The effect off the ID 
is seen to again diverge the beam (pink).  
 
I have experienced this effect when constructing a DAC on a side drilled hole 
in a pipe calibration block.  The points on my DAC would be up (focused off 
the OD) then down (defocused off the ID) then up then down, etc!!! 
 
 
Figure 1 

 



 
In the other plane a similar effect occurs.  In Figure 2 I modelled a 6mm 
diameter probe on the same tube.  The parallel lines in the probe (red) 
indicate the plane wavefront.  A slight divergence in the vertical plane can be 
seen as the blue portion (shear) of this "nominal" 45 degree beam goes 
towards the ID.  Then the ID curvature takes over and significantly diverges 
the beam (green) and then the OD does the opposite and you see the 
advancing purple off the OD actually focusing. Note that the upper portion of 
the blue misses the ID!  If the  
 
Figure 2 

 
 
One needs to be cautious about selecting probe size on a curved surface! 
When the probe diameter is large compared to the pipe diameter, it is possible to 
generate a compression mode even though the “nominal angle” is 45° (i.e. well below 
the critical angle).  Figure 3 shows a 9mm diameter probe on the same pipe as above 
and again the nominal refracted angle is 45°.  But that is the calculated nominal for 
the centre ray.  When a plane wave strikes a curved surface only one ray can have that 
nominal refracted angle.  Points towards the front of the probe have higher refracted 
angles and points towards the back are lower.  If the probe is large enough (in this 
case 9mm instead of the 6mm in Figure 2) some of the rearmost portions of the pulse 
are striking the ID surface at a subcritical angle and a mode converted compression 
wave is formed (the 12 brown rays initiated at the lower left in the image). 
 
 
Figure 3 
 

 
 


